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Digging Out the 






Congress Has Increased Focus on Cost 
Overruns
2
1982 Nunn-McCurdy Legislation Focused 











































































































RAND Has Developed an RCA 
Methodology That Meets Timelines 
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Wideband Global Satellite Meets Military 
























PAUC $326M $358M $424M 18 <30













Why Did the Program Breach?
Component of Increase Block IIf Cost
1 Boeing price (BY 2007$) $355M (Block II cost)
2 3% Cost overrun $11M
3 Actual unit costs (BY 2007$) $366M
4 Four years’ inflation at 3.5% per year $54M
5 Expected unit cost ~ 2011 $420M
6 Extra tests $2M
7 Higher component prices for 3 items $35M










































Based on Past Research We Divided 





















Change in Economy 18 5
Program Management 11 2
50 10
Significant Root Causes:
• Poor contractor incentives (1)
• Immature technologies (2)
• Increase in component costs (1)
• Production delays (2)
• Quantity changes (2)
• Unanticipated design, manufacturing,
integration (2)
Root and Significant causes by program:
1. Wideband global satellite ‐ 11
2. Apache ‐ 9
3. DDG‐1000 ‐ 14
4. Joint Strike Fighter ‐ 13
5. Excalibur – 5
6. Navy ERP ‐ 8
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Key Takeaways
• Programs reveal some common characteristics, BUT also 
important differences—policymakers need to understand 
causes do not stem from common source
• Quantity changes happen a lot, but they are rarely the root 
cause of a breach; typically reflect some other cause
– All six programs analyzed had quantity changes
– Typically, quantity change was a symptom, not a cause
• DoD should:
– Understand early testing regimes and number of test articles required
– Stipulate cost methodologies that relay on commercial production
– When a program depends on product improvements, ensure clear 
understand of time in inventory, ongoing R&D, and periodic program 
upgrades
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Questions?
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